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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. This is about the New Year 2014 and how best to use the energies. We have quite a lot
going on and I’m going to say the best time to really ring in the New Year technically speaking is
going to be on Sunday December 29.
The energies are just much bigger and better for that. So you may want to have a special dinner or
some special event or maybe share with your friends on Facebook about ringing in the year then
and Twitter as well because that’s the optimal day to project into 2014.

On New Year’s Day itself, we have some interesting aspects and it makes it more of a kind of
retreat, stay inward, journal a little bit; write down positive things that you do want for 2014.
And generally speaking 2014 is going to be a lucky year for many people. Individually that is. Now
when it comes to governments and financial institutions, still a lot of challenges because essentially
old structures that no longer work must be torn down or shaken apart or restructured in some way
in order to comply with the other heavenly aspects that are going on. Specifically Uranus and Pluto
squaring off a total of 7 times in a three year time period and that won’t end until May of 2015 and
also Pluto in Capricorn until the year 2023. So you have a lot of rebuilding to do basically.
But individually it’s going to be Chinese Year of the Wood Horse, or Green Horse, and the Tibetan
New Year rings in on the New Moon after the Chinese New Year and that one also will be Wood
Horse. So a lot of good luck and I wish you the best in 2014.
As always, thank you and my love to you.
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